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Executive Summary
Recommendation: Sell (Overvalued)
Astec Industries Inc. (ASTE)
Observed Price (11/2/2015)
52 Week Range
Revenue
Market Cap.
Shares Outstanding

Book Value
ROE
ROA

$33.81
$30.76 - $45.48
$975,595,000
$898,800,000
23,120,000

As-Stated
$599,352,000
5.75%
4.25%

2010
4.58

Atlman’s Z- Score

2011
2012
2013
4.53
4.88
4.99
Method of Comparables Valuation

Comparable
EPS
PPS
P/E

2014
4.56

Results
Overvalued
Overvalued
Undervalued

Restated
$646,099,500
6.33%
4.76%

Cost of Capital

Intrinsic Valuation Models

Adj. R^2
3 month
.4
1 year
.4
2 year
.4
7 year
.4
10 year
.4
Published Beta(Yahoo)

Beta
1.62
1.62
1.61
1.61
1.61
1.04

2 Factor Ke
15.72%
15.87%
16.16%
17.69%
18.21%

Discounted Dividend - Overvalued
Discounted Free Cash Flow - Overvalued
Residual Income - Overvalued

Backdoor Ke = 14.86%
WACC BT = 12.89%
WACC AT = 12.86%
Cost of Equity
Adj. Ke

Lower Bound Expected
9.79%
13.01%
12.49%
15.71%

Upper Bound
16.24%
18.94%

Summary of Industry Analysis
Astec Industries, Inc. is a family of companies that manufactures over 220 different
products for the industries they serve. The Astec Industries, Inc. family of companies
produces a wide range of equipment such as hot mix asphalt facilities, concrete plants,
water drills, oil drills, gas drills, geothermal drills, milling machines, asphalt pavers, and
wood processing equipment. Astec competes with companies such as Caterpillar Inc.,
Terex Corporation, and Gencor Industries. We have chosen the companies because
they are in the same industry and seem to have the same corporate structure and
approach to business. With the net sales for 2015 to be over one billion dollars you can
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assume this is a very big industry and highly competitive. The best way we can analyze
the amount of competition in the industry is through the Porter’s Five Forces Model.
The Five Forces Model is an analysis tool that looks a 5 specific sectors of the industry
in terms of competition: Rivalry amongst existing firms, Threat of new entrants, Threat
of substitutes, bargaining power of suppliers, and bargaining power of buyers. Each of
the categories are ranked varying degrees of low through high to determine the
industry’s strengths and weaknesses.

Porter’s Five Forces Analysis Summary
Category
Level of Competition
Rivalry Among Existing Firms High, excluding some specialization
Threat of New Entrants
Low
Threat of Substitute Products Low to medium
Bargaining Power of Buyers Generally high, including some specialization
Bargaining Power of Suppliers Low
The rivalry amongst firms is considered high in this industry due to the cyclical nature
of the industry. This industry usually rises and declines according to the behavior of the
economy, so naturally during the declines the rivalry between companies can be
extremely high if there are a shortage of projects to be taken by these companies.
Alongside that, the company’s main way to attain new business is by the quality of their
products. With this driving the industry every firm must try to have the best quality to
beat out all the competitors to retain businesses with customers and refrain them from
switching to a higher quality product.
The threat of new entrants is low in this industry due to the high startup costs. Also,
the first mover advantage is also very high in this industry because once you are the
first firm to gain a large share of the market in this industry you are most likely to keep
6

it. Astec Industries is a first mover in pellet plant production equipment. The legal
barriers in this industry also appear to be high because of the number of patents that
each company in this industry hold. Astec alone holds over 100 patents of varying
manufacturing procedures. The main factor making the threat of new entrants low is
the barriers of entry being relatively high. Since the cost of gaining all the equipment to
start a manufacturing company is very high it sets the costs of entering too high to
have a real threat of entry into this market.
The threat of substitute products is low to medium in this industry. Equipment that is
produced in this industry is usually very specialized to a specific job such as you can not
use an oil and gas drill for any other operations besides what it is was built for.
Therefore, in that aspect the threat of substitute products is low. But since the buys are
expecting a very high quality of equipment produced each company must always focus
on producing the highest quality of product possible or the buyer will seek other
options. Overall, making the threat of substitute products in-between low and medium.
The bargaining power of buyers is generally high in this industry. Usually buyers are
buying large amounts of equipment at a time and are returning customers. When
buying large amounts of manufacturing equipment, the larger the bulk of the buy the
less price per item is assessed. Alongside that, the buyers in this market are very
powerful in the amount of money they spend. Due to the power of the buyers if they do
not get the quality or price they deem is correct they are able to switch to another
competitor in the industry that is willing to give them a better bargain.
The bargaining power of suppliers in this industry is low due to the quantity of raw
materials and the amount of suppliers. Astec’s supply of raw materials is usually pretty
steady. In addition, some manufactures have “just-in-time” inventory where the
supplier gives materials “just-in-time” for the manufacturing company to use which
decreases the inventory cost for the manufacturer. If there were a situation to arise
where Astec could not get enough supplies, there are numerous suppliers.
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This industry has a very mixed sense of competition throughout. Astec has a few Key
Success Factors that they implement to stay above the competition. These KSFs are
switching costs, differentiation, number of buyers, volume per of buy, competitive
advantage, engineering innovation, and customer service & reliability.

Summary of Accounting Analysis
After reviewing at Astec Industries industry and their competitors, we began analyzing
their accounting policies. This analysis was important in helping us evaluate any
flexibility in the way Astec reports specific items on the financial statements and
whether or not distortions exist. The analysis consisted of: identifying key accounting
policies, flexibilities in these policies, quality of disclosures, and the performance of
restatements.
When we began analyzing Astec’s key accounting policies, we started with evaluating
the two types: type I and type II. Type I accounting policies directly relate to the key
success factors of Astec. These key success factors included, differentiation, number of
buyers, and volume per buyer. The type II accounting policies include disclosures that
may have some flexibility in reporting policies. These items include: research and
development and goodwill. For Astec, and many other firms in the industry, there are
not strict policies on reporting these items. Therefore, these specific accounting policies
were good starting points to determine if any red flags existed and if any distortions
needed mending.
When evaluating potential red flags and testing for distortions, we found that research
and development, goodwill, and operating lease distortions needed to be undone.
Research and development and operating leases were both capitalized, and goodwill
was impaired. We later created restated financial statements to reflect these changes
and more accurately reflect Astec’s financial reality.
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Summary of Financial Analysis
The next step in the valuation process was the financial analysis. There are three crucial
parts to the step: Ratio Analysis, Forecasting Financials, and calculating the weighted
average cost of capital.
First we start with the ratio analysis. There are three subcategories that we look at
when it comes to ratio analysis: Liquidity Ratios, Operating Efficiency Ratios, and
Profitability Ratios. The liquidity ratios is consisted of the current ratio and the quick
ratio. This determines the firm’s ability to cover its short term debt with its most liquid
assets. Astec’s liquidity ratios are provided below compared the industry average and
the trend in which the ratio is going.

Liquidity
Ratio

Comparison

Trend

Current

Below Average

No change

Quick

Below Average

Slight Decrease

Next we looked at the operating efficiency ratios, inventory turnover, accounts
receivable turnover, working capital turnover, days supply inventory, days sales
outstanding, and cash to cash cycle. Operating efficiency ratios is a measure of how
well the firm is converting its products into money owed from services. If the firm is not
able to turnover efficiently that illustrates that the company is not receiving funds for its
services in a reasonable time. Below is a table comparing Astec’s operating efficiency
ratios and its trends.
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Operating Efficiency
Ratios

Comparison

Trend

Inventory Turnover

Below Average

Decrease

Accounts Receivable Turnover

Average

Increase & Decrease

Working Capital Turnover

Average

Increase & Decrease

Days supply inventory

Above Average

Increase

Days sales outstanding

Below Average

Increase

Cash to cash cycle

Below

Increase

Lastly are the profitability ratios. The profitability ratios are made up of gross profit
margin, operating profit margin, net profit margin, asset turnover, return on assets,
return on equity, internal growth rate, and sustainable growth rate.

Profitability
Ratios

Comparison

Trend

Gross Profit Margin

Below Average

Stable

Operating Profit Margin

Below Average

Decreasing

Net Profit Margin

Below Average

Slight Decline

Asset Turnover

Above Average

Stable

Return on Assets

Average

Decrease

Return on Equity

Below Average

Decrease

Internal Growth Rate

Above Average

Increase & Decrease

Sustainable Growth Rate

Below Average

Increase & Decrease

After obtaining the ratios we are now able to forecast the financial statements.
Forecasting is a crucial step in valuing a firm’s future value. To forecast accurately as
possible, we looked at many things such as industry risks, trends in the industry, and
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trends within the company. These forecasts are not precise predictions of what their
firm will do, but give reason estimations of future performance by Astec. We first
forecasted the income statement out 10 years by using the ratios. Secondly, we used
many line items from the forecasted income statement to forecast out the balance
sheet for the next 10 years. Lastly, we forecasted out the statement of cash flows for
the next 10 years. The statement of cash flows is the most volatile of the three
statements and therefore is the most difficult to accurately forecast.
The last step in the financial analysis section is computing the cost of capital. By
breaking down this section between cost of equity, cost of debt, and weighted average
cost of capital, we were able to compute cost of capital with the most accuracy as
possible. The chart below gives a summary of our findings:
Cost of Debt

5.50%

Cost Of Equity

13.01%

WACC BT

12.89%

WACC AT

12.86%

Summary of Valuation Analysis
In order to further valuate Astec Industries, we were required to evaluate comparable
multiples and conduct intrinsic valuation models. We began by comparing multiples of
price per share, earnings per share and price to earnings. These multiples gave us an
introduction to an understanding of the both the value of Astec and how it compares to
its competitors. After evaluating the multiples, we conducted multiple intrinsic valuation
models in order to evaluate the value of Astec in terms of its share price. Each of the
models exhibited that Astec Industries is widely overvalued.
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Overview of Firm
Astec Industries, Inc. was founded in 1972 with the vision to apply creative thinking
and state-of-the-art technology to traditionally low-tech industries, renowned by its
culture of customer satisfaction while always putting the customer’s needs first. Based
in Chattanooga, Tennessee, the Astec Industries, Inc. family of companies has become
a global leader in the manufacture of equipment for asphalt road building, aggregate
processing, oil, gas and water well drilling and wood processing, among others.
Astec Industries, Inc. manufactures over 220 different products such as rock crushing,
hot mix asphalt, water, oil and gas drilling rigs, asphalt pavers, milling equipment,
material transfer vehicles, and wood processing machines. Astec then sells the
equipment to its subsidiaries that use the equipment. Astec itself is purely a
manufacturer of the equipment and does not use the equipment it produces.
Astec Industries, Inc.’s goal as it states in their mission statement is “To grow and
prosper by designing, manufacturing, and selling the most innovative, productive, and
reliable equipment for the industries we serve, coupled with unparalleled customer
service.”
Astec’s corporate structure is ran by a small group of executives that procure funds for
all their subsidiaries to be successful and ultimately make profits for the company. Each
of the subsidiaries have their own management structure and are mostly self-governed
in the way that they can obtain the maximized profits in that particular market. The
subsidiaries are Telsmith, Inc. (Aggregate and Mining Group), Kolberg-Pioneer, Inc.
(Aggregate and Mining Group), Johnson Crushers International (Aggregate and Mining
Group), Breaker Technology (BTI) (Aggregate and Mining Group), Astec Mobile Screen
(Aggregate and Mining Group), Osborn Engineered Products SA (Pty) Ltd. (Aggregate
and Mining Group), Astec, Inc. (Asphalt Group), Heatec, Inc. (Asphalt Group), Roadtec,
Inc. (Mobile Asphalt Paving Group), Carlson Paving Products (Mobile Asphalt Paving
Group), Astec Underground, Inc. (Underground Group), American Augers, Inc.
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(Underground Group), Peterson Pacific Corp. (Other Group), and Astec Australia Pty Ltd
(Other Group).
Astec Industries Inc. describes itself in its corporate overview with the motto “We Make
The Equipment”, in that the company devotes itself to the development, creation, and
sale of industrial equipment. Astec is a multinational company, with many branches
and subsidiaries throughout the world. Therefore, Astec equipment can be found in use
around the world, in such industries as mining, construction, and energy, among
others. However, Astec does not deploy the equipment they develop in their own
business ventures, instead choosing to sell the completed equipment to other firms. In
Astec’s own words: “We do not crush rock, we make the equipment to crush rock.”
The corporation applies this approach to all aspects of its business.
Astec’s forays into the construction industry are centered in its development of rock
crushing and concrete production equipment. The family of companies are also focused
on, as well as renowned for, equipment manufactured specifically for asphalt road
building, aggregate processing, oil, gas, water well drilling and wood processing. Astec’s
current market cap is $916.04 million as opposed to competitors’ caps such as
Caterpillar’s $41.47 million and Terex’s $2.15 billion.
The following table, on page 6, shows Astec’s stock price (high and low), total assets,
and sales revenue relative to key competitors.
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Stock Price (High)
Astec
Gencor
Terex
Caterpillar
Stock Price (Low)
Astec
Gencor
Terex
Caterpillar
Total Assets (in millions)
Astec
Gencor
Terex
Caterpillar
Sales Revenue (in millions)
Astec
Gencor
Terex
Caterpillar

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

$36.94
$8.10
$30.97
$94.63

$39.97
$8.10
$38.30
$115.41

$40.68
$7.94
$28.11
$116.45

$39.01
$9.65
$41.99
$99.70

$46.00
$11.49
$44.74
$109.85

$23.25
$6.90
$17.30
$50.78

$27.07
$6.75
$9.61
$75.55

426.96
$6.90
$14.11
$79.25

$31.46
$6.91
$26.01
$79.49

$34.90
$9.00
$25.66
$85.88

$650
$107
$5,516
$64,020

$717
$104
$7,063
$81,218

$725
$110
$6,746
$88,970

$749
$117
$6,537
$84,896

$806
$118
$5,928
$84,681

$592
$56
$4,418
$42,588

$737
$60
$6,505
$60,138

$729
$63
$6,982
$65,875

$726
$49
$7,084
$55,656

$760
$40
$7,309
$55,184

Industry Overview and Analysis
To perform an accurate analysis on Astec Industries, Inc., the industry that the
company competes in must be analyzed as well. Benchmark companies from this
industry have been selected to be analyzed and compared against Astec Industries. The
three companies that we have chosen for analysis include Caterpillar Inc., Terex
Corporation, and Gencor Industries. Similar to Astec, each of these companies operate
in the equipment manufacturing industry. These companies have been identified by
Astec’s management, in their most recent 10K filing, as competitors in one or more
divisions of production. In terms of market capitalization, Caterpillar is significantly
higher than Astec. However, in terms of competition, Astec directly references the
company’s subsidiaries. Terex and Gencor have similar market capitalizations to Astec
with Terex being slight larger and Gencor slightly smaller.
Revenues from the equipment manufacturing industry mostly come from the
manufacturing and sales of the actual equipment. Additional revenues come from the
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sales of parts and insurance for the equipment. Insurance sales have the possibility of
becoming an oversized liability for the industry if numerous claims are made on
manufactured equipment. The equipment manufacturing industry only producers the
equipment for various project such as road construction and do not actually handle
materials or commodities related to construction projects. Not handling commodities
takes some risk out of the business due to inventory costs and sales.
With the use of Porter’s Five Forces Model, we have analyzed the equipment
manufacturing industry on the degree of, current and future, potential competition with
the industry as well as the power of suppliers and purchasers within the industry.
Furthermore, to analyze the current and future potential competition, we have analyzed
the current existing competition between firms, the possibility to new firms entering
into the market and the potential for substitute products to use instead of products
produced by the equipment manufacturers.
Table 1.1

Porter’s Five Forces Analysis Summary
Category
Level of Competition
Rivalry Among Existing Firms
High, excluding some specialization
Threat of New Entrants
Low
Threat of Substitute Products
Low to medium
Bargaining Power of Buyers
Generally high, including some specialization
Bargaining Power of Suppliers
Low
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Rivalry among Existing Firms
Competition between existing firms is an important component for analyzing the
potential profit of a company as well as industry. The more commodity driven an
industry is the more a company and industry must compete on cost. Specialization
industries do not necessarily compete on price but rather on the value of the products,
the companies produce. Cost competition generally requires increasing efficiency and
lower production costs. If a firm can develop more innovative or patented technology,
they can avoid cost competition leading to high profits over time. This can be done in
the equipment manufacturing industry by being forward looking and making reasonable
investments in research and development.
Industry Growth

The equipment manufacturing industry is cyclical in nature, meaning that growth and
decline follows the general growth and decline of the economy. As the economy grows,
more construction projects are planned, and more machinery is necessary for that
construction. Furthermore, specific to road construction government funding is a big
driver of demand. As government appropriations for road construction expand, the
demand for road building equipment expands. Another driver of demand for equipment
is the price of energy. As the cost of energy increases some industry increase, their
demand for equipment and other decrease their demand. The benefits and cost to
manufacturers come from which side of the equation is larger.
In 2015 the forecasted market size for construction equipment according to Freedonia
is $18 billion for mixer, pavers and related, $16 billion for graders and rollers, and a
total construction equipment market size of $172 billion (Metso). By 2020 Freedonia’s
forecast expand to $23 billion for mixers, pavers and related, $20 billion for graders and
rollers and $244 billion for the entire industry (Metso).
The last 5 years of revenues for Astec Industries and their competitors have increased
and decreased at a similar rate each year; These changes can be attributed to the
general economic outlook. The table below shows variation of sales revenue, in percent
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form, for Astec, Caterpillar, Terex and Gencor.
Graph 1.1

Yearly Percent Change in Revenues
60
40
20
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-20
-40
-60
Astec

Gencor

Concentration

Knowledge of the concentration of an industry is useful to develop an idea of the profit
potential a company has that is currently in the industry and future potential entrants.
In 2014 Caterpillar captured 17.8% of the construction equipment manufacturing
industry and Terex captured 4.6 % (KHL Group). The top ten companies in this industry
captured 62.1% of the global market share (KHL Group). Caterpillar is such a large
component of the construction equipment industry because of the large number of
different products that it produces. Therefore, entities who are generally less specified
take a larger portion of the total market share and vice-versa.
In terms of market capitalization, Caterpillar Inc. is valued at $41 billion. Astec
Industries, on the other hand, is valued at $915 million. Market Capitalization is a
valuation method based on an entity’s current share price and the total number of
outstanding stocks. Caterpillar’s stock is valued around $70, whereas Astec’s is valued
at approximately $40. The reason why Caterpillar has a value significantly higher than
Astec’s is, not only because of its higher share price but also because of its market
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volume. Astec’s average market volume is 142,000 while Caterpillar’s is 6.8 billion. This
form of measurement is useful in determining an entity’s size, therefore useful in the
Differentiation and Switching Costs

Differentiation allows a firm to change from competing on cost to competing on
innovation. Products in the equipment manufacturing industry are generally similar with
some technology-based differences. Some equipment manufacturers have patented
processes that increase efficiency for the end user. For instance, Terex patented their
Genie IWP. This industrial work platform is a personal lift that incorporates an
outreach mechanism for an aerial work platform. In patenting this product series, Terex
separated themselves from competition who didn’t have a similar product. Hence, a
company that develops a useful technology can differentiate themselves from
commodity type manufacturers, therefore increasing their margins on products. Due to
the similar nature of products, the switching cost between different manufacturers is
minimal unless it is a unique product. Astec Industries has differentiated themselves
from competition by developing better emission standards and patented processes that
require fewer inputs for end users.
Scale/Learning Economies and Excess Capacity

There is a large concentration of market share by the top ten companies as discussed
earlier. Therefore, they have a greater capacity to compete against smaller companies
that only produce a small number of products. However, research and development
cost per year, as a percentage of the year’s revenue is general stable from year to year
with larger companies spending a slightly larger percentage, as shown in the chart
below. Total fixed cost to total variable cost for the companies examined is lower in
large companies and higher in smaller companies. This has the potential to force
smaller companies to work at lower or non-existent margins in times of duress.
Furthermore, during good economic times, demand for equipment is higher, this
generally decreases excess capacity or to have waiting list for equipment, which is
helpful for the company’s profits.
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Research and Development as Percentage of Revenue
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Exit Barriers

The investments that companies in the equipment manufacturing industry are required
to make are extensive, as the graph below shows income from continuing operations as
a percentage of total assets for each year. Furthermore, there are properties and
agreements that each company has that prevents them from immediately exiting the
industry. Companies in equipment manufacturing may be able to exit faster than other
industries but there is still a delay to exit.

Net Income from Continuing Operations to Total Assets (%)
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Factors of Competition

There are different factors that affect competition in equipment manufacturing. First,
there is a large range of market capitalizations in the industry; however looking at
research and development costs, each company does an equal weight of research and
development. Most equipment is similar which requires cost competition. However,
some specialization and proprietary technology allows companies to benefit from their
advances.

Threat of New Entrants
New entrants into an industry may cause price competition to increase in the short run.
The threat of new entrants exists continually whether from development stage
companies to existing companies looking to diversify. However, equipment
manufacturing requires a much longer investment horizon than other less investment
intensive manufacturing. The threat of new entrants is low because of the investments
required in manufacturing facilities, distribution networks or dealership, and research
and development. However, innovations may be developed which can hurt profitability.
Generally, each company has established distribution networks, which prevents new
entrants for this valuation.
Economies of Scale

The equipment manufacturing industry can definitely provide competing entities
benefits from economies of scale. Caterpillar and Astec receive these benefits by the
expansion of their business to various places worldwide. The scale of operation for
these two corporations is beyond large. Furthermore, each company examined for
financial analysis has operations that extend beyond the United States. Astec Industries
has manufacturing facilities based in various places across the globe in order to take
advantage of lower shipping costs. Larger companies do have greater access to
manufacturing facilities, which may improve efficiency.
Product differentiation plays a vital part in economies of scale within this industry as
well. Astec manufactures over 220 products for three different subgroups of the
equipment manufacturing industry. The corporation boasts that ‘no other company in
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the world competes with Astec in all or even most of its product lines.’ With a high
degree of product differentiation and various customer base, Astec is able to spread
fixed costs over more units of output.
First Mover Advantage

Each company examined has an extensive history of manufacturing. This has allowed
them to develop a diversified portfolio of quality products and worldwide distribution
channels. The only method that a company could have first mover advantage is by
developing proprietary technology or complying with government regulations early to
gain market share. Astec Industries is a first mover in pellet plant production
equipment. There are other manufacturers that produce parts of the plant, but Astec is
the first to offer a complete set up of the equipment for the pellet plant.
Distribution Access and Relationships

Having access to quality distributors allows companies within the manufacturing
industry a greater ability to highlight their products. Equipment distribution is unique to
other retail because it is high investment cost, requires a large amount of room, and
can have backlogs if physical inventory is not retained. Distribution in the equipment
manufacturing industry can come from company owned distribution points or from a
third-party dealer network. Furthermore, as companies within the industry offer
financing vehicles, the relationships with dealers strengthens. Dealers can also have the
power to force increased price competition between manufacturers if products are
similar. Therefore, if the company does not own it distribution network it must maintain
a good relationship and high quality service to dealerships. Worldwide distribution
channels are generally contracted therefore it generally should not be considered a
problem.
Legal Barriers

A legal barrier that can improve profit performance is patents on proprietary technology
developed by a company. Astec Industries holds 77 US patents and 37 foreign patents.
Caterpillar, Gencor and Terex all hold numerous patents according to corporate
releases. By owning a patent, the company is allowed to collect all cash flows from that
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patent whether internally or externally for a period of time. By having research and
develop operations to patent more technology a company can increase its value to
shareholders.
Additional Thoughts on Barriers to Entry

The equipment manufacturing industry requires large initial investments and hold
numerous legal barriers in the form of patents. Furthermore, dealership networks have
already been established, which makes it difficult for new entrants to work with
established dealers. While a threat from a large company looking to diversify exists,
threat of new entrants is generally low.

Threat of Substitute Products
If substitute products to an industry exist, customers may not be willing to pay as much
for the goods. Application specific equipment, like road paving equipment, is difficult to
substitute. Some substitute processes may be available at a lower investment cost but
increase cost later. Government regulations on emissions are becoming increasingly
strict on some pieces of equipment and processes that reduces substitutes available.
Relative Price and Performance

Products in the equipment manufacturing industry mostly must compete on both price
and performance. Only when a company can make innovative products or become a
leader on government regulations focus on performance. Smaller companies in the
industry such as Gencor and Astec must make products that can compete with larger
companies such as Terex and Caterpillar. Patented technology can increase the
performance of company products, which was discussed earlier under legal barriers.
Buyers’ Willingness to Switch

For a company to retain customers it must offer a superior product or experience than
other companies in the industry. To gain new customers in equipment manufacturing,
products must be usable with existing infrastructure or offer a complete front-to-back
set up. Furthermore, proprietary technology, such as Astec’s road paving equipment
that does not require as much heat can increase interest in customers. Large equipment
manufacturers must develop a valuable proposition for companies instead of end
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consumers. Focusing on other business means that efficiency is key to retaining
customers.
Conclusion

Equipment generally serves a specific application to the job it is performance. Road
paving equipment is not suitable for building construction or oil and gas operations.
Therefore, substitutes of equipment is low. Furthermore, performance is key to
maintaining customers and attracting new ones, and with specific equipment
performance is generally the best.

Bargaining Power of Buyers
Amongst other determining factors, the competence of buyers determines the intensity
of an industry. The presence of powerful buyers can influence the reduction of profit
potential. These forceful buyers seek to drive prices down and, in effect, increase
competition. Competitors are played against each other as one bargains for improved
quality or a greater variety of service. Overall, the result is diminished profits within the
industry.
Switching Costs

As with most technical equipment, the switching costs for Astec’s buyers are relatively
high. They include the monetary costs associated with the change of products, along
with the costs that arise from retraining the buyers’ employees’ technical skills.
Additionally, purchaser specialized equipment leads to specialized products tailored to
the buyer’s needs that in turn lead to significant search costs for the buyer. Due to the
large investment requirement for plant manufacturing equipment the market is not
always able to provide substitute products for the buyers readily.
Differentiation

Providing technologically innovative equipment and a high standard of technical
education are two ways Aztec is able to distinguish its products from other suppliers.
Increasing government legislation on emissions control make it harder for smaller
equipment manufacturers to compete with established companies that have invested
significantly on research and development, making their products of high standards of
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quality. An ever-changing business climate and continuous product development
hedges the growth of smaller companies. Astec industries is unique in the way that
they use independent contractors and as well as large corporations.
Number of Buyers

The demand for Aztec industries products is domestic and global. The company and its
subsidiaries operate in various countries catering to international equipment needs. For
instance, Telestack, a subsidiary of Astec, operates mobile bulk material handling
solutions in the freezing environment of Siberia as well as in the exhausting heat of
Africa. This subsidiary of Astec had over 600 installations across six continents by the
beginning of 2015. Gefco, also a subsidiary of Astec, has provided portable drilling rigs
and related equipment that has been delivered to over 100 countries during its 75 years
of operation. With Astec’s global coverage and product differentiation in mind, it is
understood that buyers are various and plenty. The large number of buyers enable
Astec to keep its customer acquisition costs relatively low when compared to
competitors that only cater to domestic demand. The diversified portfolio of Astec’s
buyers enables the risk to be spread over various markets.
Volume per Buyer

Aztecs scope of business being global in nature depends on the status of the global
markets. The 2008 recession challenged Astec’s market share and growth potential.
However, due to diversified scope of operations Aztec’s CEI enterprises experienced
growth in new markets as companies invested in bulk liquid storage facilities to offset
drastic fluctuations in oil prices. Market speculation also affects the buyers’ decisions.
Contracts generally aid in curbing demand volatility and in turn lead to a stable
economic climate for Astec and its subsidiaries.

Bargaining power of Suppliers
Switching costs

Due to the scale of operations and the length of time, the company has operated
globally. Astecs supplier’s raw material suppliers generally stable. Furthermore,
specialty parts such as engines and motors can generally be contracted for large
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quantities from the original manufacturer. Other manufacturers of specialty parts exist,
however switching to other specialty parts would most likely directly increase cost of
manufacturing. Futures and forward contracts are available for manufacturers to hedge
their exposure to raw materials such as steel. Having futures and forward available
allows the manufacturer to reduce any price volatility that may come from the supplier.
Contracts also aid in curbing opportunism. Specialized equipment parts and materials
generally have higher switching costs.
Differentiation

Raw material suppliers generally provide homogenous goods. Their profitability lies in
the cost to quality trade off. Hence, while Astec manufactures a wide spread of
equipment, it is not in need unique or diverse supplies. The ability of suppliers to deliver
goods on time enables an efficient supply chain system that is the backbone of the
industry. Astec has found stable suppliers that can meet the quality required of Astec’s
demand and does not seek to expand its variation of suppliers.
Quantity of Suppliers

Suppliers of materials for the equipment manufacturing industry are generally
abundant. Some manufacturers have agreements with suppliers for “just-in-time”
inventory management. Having “just-in-time” inventory reduces inventory cost for the
manufacturer. If a circumstance arises that a contracted supplier is unable to meet a
requirement from the manufacturer, there are numerous other suppliers.

Analysis of Key Success Factors for Value Creation in the Industry
To begin on how a manufacturer in this industry succeeds, it is important to note what
exactly this entity does; In Astec Industries Inc.’s case, the course of business is divided
into three separate industries, under one name - Aggregate, Mining and Energy
equipment manufacturing. In each of these fields, there is an ever-growing demand,
which in turn, creates an enormous amount of consumers across the globe. This pool of
consumers is forced to make a choice – to whom we invest our hard-earned dollar? The
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preceding question is what creates value for a company involved in this trifecta of
industries.

Switching Costs
Sustainable, or endurable, companies must retain a solid customer base in order to
achieve their goals as a going concern. In the equipment manufacturing industry, there
are many ways to gain new customers as well as, more importantly, sustain recurring
consumers. These consumers are not seeking cheap, ‘cookie-cutter’ products; they are
looking to make an investment on a high-end, reliable, hard-working piece or fleet of
equipment. The consumer intends to run their business with the purchase they make.
In short, this type of customer has a lot at stake with this transaction. Once the
decision is made to purchase equipment from a certain manufacturer; the employees of
the buying entity would be required to be fluently trained on the operation of the
item(s) purchased. The entity would also be forced to fit their plant, or place of
operation, to suit the use of their equipment and vice versa. Hence, the investment
they place on their choice of equipment manufacturers is more than just in the actual
equipment: it is in how the business runs. If the buying entity were to go to a different
manufacturer – they would need to retrain their employees as well as transform their
way of operating: they would incur substantial switching costs. Therefore, in the
equipment manufacturing industry, fiscally responsible consumers are recurring
customers because they will need brand-specific equipment (and parts to this
equipment) to meet compatibility needs. For the manufacturing entity, recurring
customers are key value drivers.

Differentiation
What makes an entity unique is possibly its most valuable attribute. A manufacturer
who separates itself from the rest has the ability to draw in a crowd of consumers who
are willing to buy its product. In terms of equipment manufacturing, what makes a
product favorably different is in how technologically advanced it is. The more advanced
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the equipment is the more capable it is of doing advanced tasks that it may be used for.
For instance, if an asphalt paving company can purchase a street paver that has
innovative technology that enables it to pave 20% faster while meeting the grade
expected of it, the product is clearly more favorable than a less innovative product.
Another way an entity can portray differentiation is through technological education.
For instance, a well-educated manufacturer will meet environmental regulations by
reducing the pollution that its equipment produces. In addition, a firm who has a
passion for what they produce will have spent years on researching and developing a
product that will do the job it is made for. Having this kind of knowledge will make a
manufacturing company attractive to buyers across the globe.

Number of Buyers
Making equipment available to as many potential buyers as possible is a key aspect of
expanding. Large manufacturers such as Caterpillar or Astec have subsidiaries located
in countries across the globe. Expansion leads to the supply which meets and evergrowing demand.

Volume per Buyer
Equipment manufacturing companies must have knowledge of what the economy is
doing. With that being said, when the economy goes down, the use of equipment will
decline due to operators’ budget on fuel and energy costs. Manufacturers can create
revenue and market share by creating a solution to economically driven, industry
setbacks.
In the end, the knowledge of what the customer needs is what drives value for
equipment manufacturing companies. The goal is to create a product that will sell; how
else can a selling entity do that than by creating something that a buyer wants.
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Competitive Advantage Analysis
In order for any entity to be successful in their industry, it is important to maintain a
competitive advantage over its competitors. For global manufacturers, like Astec
Industries, that provides products to a variation of industrial services it is crucial to
acquire a simple set of core values that can expand across the organization’s
subsidiaries. Astec Industries sustains a competitive advantage over competitors by
upholding core values surrounding their devotion to customers.

Engineering Innovation
Today Astec Industries globally manufacturers over 220 products within the United
States, Australia, and New Zealand. A goal to continuously design, deliver, and patent
the most innovative equipment on the market today make it difficult for manufacturers
to compete1. For example, in 2013 Astec added a product line targeting an additional
industry of wood pellet plants. The wood pellet plant offers a unique, inimitable
modular design with engineered replicable parallel lines.

Customer Service & Reliability
Industrial equipment can prove to be dangerous in any field of service if not operated
or engineered properly. In addition to Astec Industries’ goal of engineering reliable
industrial service equipment, they also provide a plethora of services to ensure the
longevity of the products and the safety of customers. Technicians and engineers are
globally dispatched to set up facilities and and train prospective operators1. Astec also
offers a call in service run by skilled technicians providing technical support and
troubleshooting complications1. Furthermore, Astec offers multiple options to order
replacement parts, including a mobile device ordering services, in a timely manner.

The Future of Astec
As previously mentioned, Astec Industries recently entered the wood pellet market by
providing a completely new product line. Astec recently announced a $30 million
agreement with Highland Pellets, LLC to manufacture, deliver, and assemble a
production line in a new turnkey wood pellet production facility1. The agreement also
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holds an option for Highland Pellets to add additional product lines, with the associated
equipment, and corresponding installation.
Astec Industry has recently launched a website, AstecUsed.com, which allows
customers to shop for used equipment and replacement parts through a mobile device.
Although AstecUsed.com is not new news, it is a sign that Astec Industries Inc. is
moving in more technological, user-friendly direction1.

Accounting Analysis
After analyzing Astec and their industry, we will go on the analyze their accounting
policies and procedures. An accounting analysis evaluates how accurate a firm’s
accounting captures the business economics and reality of the organization. We will
begin by identifying and analyzing Astec’s key accounting policies, how they relate to
their key success factors and how they may add value. Then we will go on to evaluate
how much flexibility Astec has in reporting certain line items and how these items may
raise concern for potential red flags. After that we will go on to evaluate Astec’s
accounting strategies and disclosures, and finally test for possible restatements. In the
end, the accounting analysis’s purpose is to improve the reliability of the conclusions
that will be made in the financial analysis.

Step 1: Identify Key Accounting Policies
Analyzing a firm’s key accounting policies is helpful in gaining a better understanding of
the company and its respective industry. To analyze Astec Industries’ key accounting
policies we will be looking into those accounting policies that specifically relate to their
key success factors and the potential risks of distortions they may present. By
identifying potential distortions in Astec’s financials, we will be able to reveal the true
nature and financial condition of the company. To determine this information, we will
look at two types of accounting policies: Type I and Type II.
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Type I Accounting Policies
Type I accounting policies are specifically related to the firm’s key success factors and
their disclosures of related value added activities. For Astec Industries, the disclosures
and policies relating to their key success factors include: switching costs, differentiation,
number of buyers, and volume per buyer.
Differentiation

In the industrial equipment manufacturing industry, companies and corporations
distinguish themselves form one another through differentiated equipment offerings.
Industrial equipment buyers desire equipment that runs more efficiently and effective
than the next. Therefore, Astec Industries spends a large amount of is resources on
research and development to provide efficient and innovative equipment to its
customers. One way Astec Industries differentiates itself from competitors is through
technology education and knowledge. Through years of operation and a number of
acquisitions, Astec Industries has been able to gain a vast knowledge on technology
development and respective environmental regulations for each sector. As of 2014,
Astec Industries holds 77 United States and 37 foreign patents, and currently has 43
United States and 74 foreign patents pending. These patents represent Astec’s
increasing technology education and knowledge. In addition to the representation of a
knowledge of technology, Astec’s patents also exemplify product differentiation. Astec’s
is able to differentiate itself from competitors through patents because they are able to
offer products no other manufacturer can.
Number of Buyers

For industrial equipment manufacturers to be successful, they must obtain and maintain
a vast customer base. One way Astec Industries is able to do so is through their
superior customer service. Astec Industries’ aggregate and mining subsidiary,
Telesmith, currently maintain an ISO 9001:2008. This certification is an internationally
recognized quality assurance standard, which is focused on meeting customer
expectation and delivering customer satisfaction.
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In order to increase their customer base, industrial equipment manufacturers need to
be accessible to a number of buyers. This is one of the main reasons Astec Industries
is continuously acquiring other manufacturing organizations in order to meet customer
demand. For example, through a recent expansion, Astec Industries is the only
company – out of known competitors – to offer a single source for a complete pellet
plan. Basically, Astec Industries is the only organization to supply all the parts and
components to build a wood pellet plant, while known competitors only supply single
pieces making buyers shop around.
Volume per Buyer

One of Astec Industries biggest risk factors occurs during a general economic downturn.
When an economic downturn exists, there is not much governmental demand for road
work or commercial industry expansions. Therefore, it is important for Astec to know
the industry, estimate economic conditions, and recognize customer demand. One way
Astec is able to put off potential additional costs due to these risks is by using a just-intime inventory method. This way they are able to receive inventory when customers
place a purchase, rather pay additional costs for sitting equipment.

Type II Accounting Policies
Type II accounting policies relate to financial statement items which managers have the
potential to cause distortion. Items to be tested for distortion or restatements include,
research and development, goodwill, and operating leases. All three of these line items
may cause distortion and consequently fabricate Astec’s financial reality.
Research and Development

Research and development refers to the process of innovating, introducing, and
improving products and processes in a firm. This expense is a necessary evil for any
firm in the industrial equipment manufacturing industry to hold a competitive
advantage. In fact, all the top firms in the industry spend the most amount of their
resources on research and development.
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Investing in research development is investing in innovation and technology knowledge.
In Astec’s annual 10-ks they disclose how much money they spend on research and
development from year to year. While research and development is important for every
firm in the industry, it is hard to determine what expenses of research and development
were specifically beneficial and what were a waste. Additionally, it is hard to compare
research and development costs among firms in the industrial equipment manufacturing
industry, because there is no benchmark of comparison or success. It is difficult to
conclude which firm successfully implements research and development and which ones
do not.
Goodwill

Many organizations expand their business into either existing or new industries through
strategic acquisitions. When an acquisition occurs there is a probability that goodwill
will occur. Goodwill is an intangible asset that arises when the acquisition of an
organization occurs at a premium value – the price paid is greater than the fair market
value. Although goodwill is an asset, Astec does not amortize or depreciate it over a
course of time. However, Astec, along with everyone else in the industry, is required to
conduct impairment tests to test whether a goodwill impairment exists. A goodwill
impairment exists when the value of the acquisitions decreases. US GAAP requires that
goodwill be be tested for impairments either annually or more frequent if circumstances
arise indicating an impairment has occurred.
Astec Industries contributes much of its expansion to strategic firm acquisition, which is
exemplified through Astec continuous increase in goodwill. In 2011 goodwill increases
roughly $1 million due to the acquisitions of Gefco and Steco Corporations. More
recently, Astec acquires Gefco Inc. in 2014 increasing goodwill by roughly $18 million.
While Astec annually tests goodwill for impairment by December 31st, there have been
no signs of impairment since 2011.
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Graph 2.1: Astec’s Goodwill Past 5 Years
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Conclusion
In conclusion, by identifying Astec’s key success factors and evaluating their relating
accounting policies, we were able to gain a better understanding of the firm’s situation.
Astec’s type I accounting policies focused primarily on their product differentiation
customer service. The company’s ability to appeal to new and old customers in a
number of ways, makes Astec a big competitor in the industrial equipment
manufacturing market. Astec’s type II accounting policies primarily focus on those
accounting policies that are are flexible enough to be manipulated. While Astec’s
disclosures state they appropriately report these items, we will test and appropriately
adjust them if need be in order to accurately value Astec Industries.

Step 2: Degree of Accounting Flexibility
A firm’s accounting flexibility is the practice of applying accounting policies set fourth by
US GAAP and management in alignment of the firm’s set goals. The choice in choosing
accounting estimates and policies is greatly constrained by governmental accounting
standards and conventions. However, some policies have a higher degree of flexibility
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than others and some firms are required to be stricter on key policies than others. The
degree of accounting flexibility is important, because it gives us insight on how much
leniency a firm has to skew the financial and operational view of the firm to third
parties; and gives rise to any potential red flags.
When management has more accounting flexibility in choosing policies and estimations,
more information can be readily taken away from the financial statements. While more
flexibility does bring more information to the table, managers do have more room to
manipulate what kind of representation the financials give by making their firm seem
more profitable and desirable. Such flexibility exists in research and development
expenses, goodwill, operating leases, et cetera.

Research and Development
United States Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP) requires
organizations to expense research and development as the costs are incurred rather
than capitalize the costs to assets. Many firms spend much of their resources on
research and development. Therefore, the US GAAP requirement to expense research
and development can negatively impact a firm’s net income. However, research and
development does give firms a big tax benefit.
Astec Industries, in addition to many of its competitors, have a hard time disclosing
exactly what research and development expenses consist of. Therefore, this leaves
plenty of room for managers to distort the amount. For example, sometimes managers
will fabricate a research and development expense for a year in order to receive a
greater tax benefit. While this can be a problem to some, Astec Industries does
disclose what years their research and development tax credits have been approved by
the IRS.

Goodwill
US GAAP requires all firms to test for impairments on all reported goodwill. If
impairments are discovered, here is no flexibility for reporting the amount of
impairment to goodwill. However, firms are flexible in choosing an impairment test
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method, which is the two-step approach reporting at the unit level – subsidiaries or
combination of subsidiaries. Furthermore, when management has little accounting
flexibility in choosing policies and estimations, the financials become less informative
and prove more difficult to get a clear view of the business’s reality.
It is important for us to evaluate the goodwill carrying value and recognition of any
impairments. If goodwill is impaired by year end, then an impairment loss is recorded,
reducing the net carrying value of goodwill and further reducing the value of total
assets on the balance sheet. This train of actions may give managers an incentive not
to record any impairments to goodwill especially if they have target profits. If
impairments fail to be recognized, then assets will be overstated. The following table
further explains the effects of not recording goodwill impairments.
Table 2.1: Goodwill Effects

Assets = Liabilities + Equity
O
O = Overstated

N

Revenues - Expenses = Net
Income
O
N
U
O
U = Understated
N = No Effect

Step 3: Evaluate Accounting Strategy
An organization’s accounting strategy includes two dimensions, the extent of disclosure
in its financial statements and the accounting flexibility the company’s accounting
policies.

1st Dimension: Disclosure
The SEC has set minimum requirements that public companies must include in their
accounting procedures, namely the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.
Companies usually fall under one of two categories depending on the level of disclosure
in their financial statements. A low disclosure company is one that meets the minimal
reporting standards that satisfy GAAP. Whereas, a high disclosure company is one
which goes beyond the minimal requirements and discloses all relevant information that
may influence an investment decision.
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Low disclosure organization make it difficult for investors to assess a firm’s actual value
since important investment information may not be readily available. However, nondisclosure of items may help a company retain a competitive advantage over other
companies. A high disclosure company publishes financial information so that investors
have the tools necessary to assess its value. Nonetheless, problems arise as the level of
disclosure increases, namely, information overload – when company documents contain
too much information making it difficult for financial statement users to find the most
relevant information. The SEC asks companies to enhance their disclosures by reducing
repetition, tailoring disclosures to focus on material information, and eliminating out of
date, immaterial information.
Similar to competitors, Astec Industries is a relatively high disclosure company.
Published information goes beyond GAAP’s minimum requirements and provides
extensive information about the firm’s operations. In addition, disaggregation is a
prevalent factor in Astec’s 10k. Astec gives financial information not only about the
organization as a whole, but includes further information about its various segments.
This additional information aids potential investors in determining the risks involved
with investing in Astec.

2nd Dimension: Flexibility in Accounting Policies
United States Generally Accepted Accounting Principles gives companies flexibility in
choosing to be either aggressive or conservative with their reporting policies. Some
companies, employ aggressive accounting policies, which lead to higher reported
earnings. Higher reported income generally attracts investors and appeases the
shareholders. On the contrary, more conservative accounting policies lead to higher
costs and lower reported earnings. Furthermore, conservative accounting methods
usually lead to lower taxable income for companies
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Astec’s Specific Accounting Policies
Revenue Recognition
When using the accrual method of accounting managers attempt to match revenues
with their corresponding expenses, regardless of when actual cash flows occurs. This
method of accounting helps investors attain information on a periodic basis and enables
better comparison between similar firms. Astec uses industry standard revenue
recognition methods and only recognizes sales when specific criteria are met. However,
the criteria chosen by Astec leaves room for subjectivity and gives management leeway
to what can be considered a sale. The language found on Astec’s revenue recognition
policy is similar to its competitors and the industry as whole.

Cost of Goods and Inventory Valuation
Astec Industries values inventory at the lower of a first-in first-out cost or market value.
In comparison to the Last-in First-out inventory method, during periods of rising
inventory replacement costs, gross profits are. Caterpillar, a direct competitor of Astec,
uses lower of cost or market and determines inventory costs through the Last-in firstout method. Furthermore, Caterpillar states in their annual reports that If the FIFO
(first-in, first-out) method had been the chosen practice, inventories would have been
$2,430 million, $2,504 million and $2,750 million higher than reported at December 31,
2014, 2013 and 2012, respectively. The most significant material throughout Astec’s
Industries’ inventory is steel. Therefore, during periods of declining steel prices Astec
assesses practiced inventory valuation methods to determine if adjustments are
required to be made to their net realizable value. If the firm believes any impairments
have occurred to its value through material damages, deterioration, or obsolescence,
the firm will reduce the carrying value of its inventory.

Advertising Expenses
Advertising Expenses are included in the Selling General, and Administrative Expense
section on the income statement. However, if the advertising expense exhibits some
reliable, foreseeable, and estimable future benefits, management may capitalize the
costs and report them as an asset on the balance sheet. Conversely, due to the
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subjectivity of the actual benefits that may be gained from capitalizing Astec’s
advertising expenses, costs are more often than not expensed as they are incurred.

Plant and Equipment
Astec Industries depreciates its assets using the straight line method for financial
reporting; both accelerated and straight line methods are used for tax compliance by
Astec. For tax purposes, using the accelerated depreciation method defers corporate
income tax by reducing taxable income in current years, since the value of depreciation
is higher during the early years of an asset’s life. Astec’s useful lives for assets using
the straight line depreciation method are as follows: airplanes (20 years), buildings (40
years) and equipment (3 to 10 years). The Straight line depreciation method
depreciates assets at a constant rate, therefore, the valuation of the firm’s total assets
is done with relative ease in comparison to accelerated depreciation methods, which
depreciate assets at higher rates during the initial years of an assets useful life.
Alternatively, a benefit exists for firms to depreciate assets via accelerated methods by
writing of more of its assets against revenues, thus reducing reported income and taxes
payable.

Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets
Astec Industries classifies its intangible assets in two categories: (1) intangible assets
with definite lives and subject to amortization, or (2) intangible assets with indefinite
lives – goodwill. The useful life of an identifiable intangible assets is determined after
considering specific facts and circumstances related to each intangible asset. The
definite life of intangible assets is then amortized over their useful life, which can range
from 3 to 15 years. Goodwill is an intangible asset that represents the excess of price
paid over the fair value of an acquisition. The value of goodwill may include, but not
limited to, the acquisition’s brand image, customer loyalty, and reputation. Under
United State Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP), goodwill can not be
amortized over its useful life. However, US GAAP requires goodwill to be tested either
annually or when circumstances indicate an impairment has occurred.
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Product Warranty Reserve
To retain customer loyalty, Astec Industries provides customers with warranty programs
for purchased products. Estimates for the costs of product warranties are accrued at
the time sales are recognized as revenue. Astec uses a historical cost approach in
estimating the cost of warranties in a given period. This approach uses three factors to
estimate the warranty costs: (1) historical claim rates, (2) nature of claims, and (3) the
costs associated with fulfilling warranty claims. This method of warranty costs is an
industry standard in accrual accounting.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we determine that Astec industries is a high disclosure company with
easy to read 10k fillings and prevalent levels of disaggregation that provide the financial
information user sufficient information to assess the Astec’s value. The company’s
accounting policies include a mix of conservative and aggressive policies that are mostly
at par with the industry standard practices.

Step 4: Quality of Disclosure Evaluation
Management can either make it more or less easy for analysts to assess a firm’s
financial and operational reality. While guidelines and policies do exist on what firms
are required to disclose in the financials, management does have some flexibility in how
much they disclose. Therefore, evaluating the quality of disclosure is a crucial step in
evaluating the accounting quality of a firm.
Throughout Astec Industries’ Discussion and Analysis, a high level of disclosure is
provided in reference to the company’s goals and where they financially stand. Many
companies give the minimum required information to satisfy the General Accepted
Accounting Principles (US GAAP), but Astec provides more that the minimum. The
purpose of this section is to analyze the amount of information that Astec Industries
discloses and how useful and how easy it is to determine the true value of the firm.
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Quality of Accounting Analysis
To qualitatively measure Astec’s accounting analysis, we must first look at how well the
firm discloses information about things such as goodwill, net income, debt, et cetera.
After the end of every financial statement, Astec explains how they arrived to the
numbers and ratios that were found and give clear information on their current state in
the market in which they are in. Furthermore, Astec makes their information an easy
read to an uneducated mind by defining what each component means, what it pertains
to, and how it affects that specific financial statement.

Quality of Risk Analysis
Astec Industries does an excellent job in explaining business risks to the reader. Many
companies tend to be over optimistic, which can lead to an overvaluation of a firm, but
Astec gives a level-headed approach to the assessment of risk. Astec’s 10K explains the
types of risk that the firm faces, such as, economic downturns, the cyclical nature of
the industry, significant changes in price or availability of oil, past acquisitions,
competition, and more. The 10K explains in great detail why each element of risk is
important to pay attention to and the adverse effects they could have on the company
and its’ goals.

Conclusion
In conclusion, Astec Industries provides adequate information to be declared a highlevel of disclosure firm relating to the information they provide on their financial
statements, how the explain the statements to the reader, and the risk factors that
come along with the company.

Step 5: Identifying Potential Red Flags
Previous Qualitative and Quantitative Factors
Upon reviewing an entity’s financial statements, indications of potential problems or
undesirable characteristics, or “red flags”, may stand out. We searched for these red
flags in order to determine whether or Astec Industries is partaking in fraudulent
activity. Fraud categories and characteristics include, but not limited to: revenue
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recognition or timing schemes, concealed liabilities, inadequate disclosures, and
improper asset valuation.
Astec Industries financial reports clearly reflect the corporation’s 17 subsidiaries’
financial information. The accounting strategies used throughout their organization
enable the firm to continuously grow, however, some data exists that might raise some
concern. The five fraud categories and characteristics shown above were given in order
to show the reader what can be found in a financial statement that gives rise to
questions. Although Astec Inc. has few errors within their statements, there were some
things that were worth picking apart in the search of fraudulent material. For instance,
upon viewing Balance Sheet data from 2011 to 2014, the growth rate of inventory,
trade receivables and revenues stirred suspicion.
The rate of growth comparison of Trade Receivables and Inventories to Revenues or
Net Sales can bring forth issues in regard to Revenue Recognition Schemes, Fictitious
Revenue or Improper Asset Valuation. If a company’s accounts receivables are growing
more quickly than sales, concern may be given about the quality of the sales. Swelling
accounts receivables may indicate a fraudulent practice known as “channel-stuffing,” or
an oversell to certain distributers in order to pay off short-term liabilities or debt. Also,
inventories growing faster than sales revenue, one could assume that the company isn’t
able to move inventory as speedily as previously believed. The result of a build-up of
inventory might induce write-downs due to superannuated inventory. Balance sheet
data was taken from Astec as well as Caterpillar Inc. and Terex Corporation in an
attempt to determine the norm amongst the industry in terms of the growth rate of
trade receivables, inventories and revenues. Data is shown below in Tables 5.1 through
5.3.
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Table 5.1

%change refers to the percent difference from the prior year

Table 5.2

%change refers to the percent difference from the prior year

Table 5.3

%change refers to the percent difference from the prior year
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The data above shows that competing companies within the industrial equipment and
machinery industry run high numbers in their balance sheets and income statements.
Amounts in all categories show increases or decreases from year to year. Moreover,
from 2010 to 2011, the three companies’ rate of change in trade receivables,
inventories and revenues are substantial. However, from 2011 to 2014, there is not as
much of a drastic change from year to year. Although all three tables look quite similar
in how the values change, conducting a more in depth examination, one can notice that
Astec’s charts differs from the other two in, not only, the size of the dollar amounts but
also, in the patterns the amounts change.
For instance, from 2012 to 2014, Astec’s inventories grow a total of 24%, whereas
Caterpillar shows a decrease of 22%. Terex, similarly to Caterpillar, shows a decrease
of 15%. While increasing their inventories, Astec’s revenues follow suit, yet only by
5.75%. On the contrary, the decrease of inventory in Terex and Caterpillar’s books
reflect a revenue decrease of 1% for Terex and a whopping 17% for Caterpillar. Why
has Astec continued to, not only hold inventory, but to increase it by the said amount
while industry sales are slumping? The answer might be that they are stocking up in
order to satisfy future sales. However, it might infer that the firm is inclined to writedown inventory due to obsolescence. Further review is needed in order to determine
what the cause of this anomaly is, in actuality.
While there is an increase in sales, there is a minimal increase in its relation to
inventory. Is there inventory sitting in a warehouse while management continues to
bring in more? Astec’s balance sheet assets show a substantial increase of 23% from
2012 to 2014, as if sales are as frequent and high as ever. This might be a sign of
“channel-stuffing,” as mentioned before. Astec may be “overselling” its products in
order to pay off creditors. This idea, as well as the findings in regard to Astec’s
inventories, gives rise to much needed explanation.
David Silvious, Vice President, Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer, stated in the fourth
quarter earnings report an explanation of deferred profit of equipment on a pelletizer
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project, that “inventory is still sitting on the books and contains profit that certain
subsidiaries have recognized, we obviously eliminate that in consolidation…”. Taking
his statement into consideration, it is insinuated that the values in question might be
due to Astec having to put off various sales of inventory, thereby, refraining to increase
sales while account’s receivables increase and inventories build up.
In the analysis of Astec’s 10Ks and various financial statements, there is no sign of
concerning amounts of write-downs or write-offs. The company is able to move its
inventory and is capable of paying off its debtors without having to go around the
principles of the FASB. Inventories are rising at a high rate because of the delay of
customer’s ability to pay. This also explains the reason why accounts receivables are
growing without a similar motion shown in their revenues. This is actually a common
occurrence amongst the equipment manufacturing industry. In conclusion, the inclining
growth in inventories and assets in relation to the “sluggish” changes in revenues is not
material enough to bring forth further question.

Fourth Quarter Adjustments
In search of other fraudulent activity that might lie within Astec’s financial data, an
assessment of the fourth quarter adjustments was performed. The report’s Cost
Principle section states that all amounts on financial statements are recorded at
historical cost and “asset amounts were not adjusted to reflect any type of increase in
value, with an exception for certain investments in stocks and bonds that are actively
traded on a stock exchange.” Adjustments, made in order to fortify the retention of
assets from the sale of the Trencor product line, were in no violation. Congruently, the
adjustments made throughout Astec’s financial statements were mostly due to satisfy
similar aspects of reconciliation of assets and revenues. In summary, there were no
signs of suspicious information in terms of fourth quarter adjustments.

Special Purpose Entities
A Special Purpose Entity is a legal entity created to fulfill narrow, specific or temporary
objectives. Astec Industries contains 3 segments: Energy, Infrastructure and Aggregate
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& Mining group. Combined, the three segments collectively contain 17 subsidiaries
which are jointly controlled by Astec Industries. In addition to Astec’s financial
statements, other various inquiries show no trace of a contribution in special purpose
entities. The subsidiaries in which Astec controls are firms that can stand alone. In
essence, Astec has no need for special purpose entities due to how widespread the
various industries and markets the subsidiaries are in. The fall of Enron was induced
partly by analysts’ findings of risky investment activities and financial losses. Later,
forensic accounting found that Enron’s recorded assets and profits were inflated or in
some cases, completely fraudulent. Astec Inc. has not shown any sign of such activities
in review or analysis.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the potential red flags in regards to Astec Industries Inc. don’t give rise
to concern of fraudulent actions. The corporation sticks to its values of designing a
quality product while upholding an honest business structure. However, Astec should
attempt to give explanation in further depth to the reasoning and cause of questionable
balances. The statements and reports given on the corporations going-concern are
thorough and in depth. However, a notice of why certain figures seem questionable
might benefit shareholders and other related parties when inquiring of the corporations’
fiscal position.

Step 6: Accounting Distortions and Restatements
In the final step of the accounting analysis process, we will conclude whether the
organization in question has been financially misrepresented. If it we find that the
financials skew the perception of the organization, we must then restate the reported
numbers to reduce any noise or distortions.

Research and Development Restatement Test
Astec Industries is in the industry of heavy equipment development, particularly road
construction and mining equipment. Therefore, it is expected that Astec would have a
high research and development expense as compared to operating income due to
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developing equipment which will last multiple years, which is in fact the case. It is
necessary to restate research and development as an asset rather than as an expense,
because there are future benefits from the cost associated with research and
development.
Research and development was restated using the straight line method with half year
convention over a period of nine years. The nine years was chosen because of
discussion on lifespan in the 10-K.

Goodwill Restatement Test
After examining the previous six years of financial statement, we discovered that
goodwill was not periodically impaired. Due to the company not impairing goodwill
annually, it is necessary to impair goodwill. Each year from 2009 to 2015 Astec
recorded goodwill as approximately 6-7% of net fixed assets, with the exception of
2014 which was 15.7%. Goodwill was restated using the straight line method over five
Research and Development

years. The five years was chosen because it is slightly less than what the company
expected of a useful life as discussed in the 10-K.
Goodwill Impairment Restatement Test

During the years Astec’s financials were examined, no major write offs of goodwill were
observed that would alter our view of the company. The company states that they
periodically review goodwill for possible impairment, however no impairment was
recorded in the financials during the review period. Therefore, it is not necessary to
restate this information.

Operating Lease Restatement Test
Astec Industries does not state in their 10-K that they have capital leases. Without
capital lease data, we do not have a method to extract internal discount rates. It is
necessary to derive an accurate interest rate from another source which will be
representative of Astec’s cost of capital as it relates to risk of debt and size of company.
Therefore, using historical interest rates from the Federal Research Economics
Database, historical rates from BB rated debt on the last day of the fiscal year were
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used for operating lease discount rates. Using this rate gives a more accurate picture on
the present value of future payments at each particular time.

Conclusion
We had to restate research and development, goodwill, and capitalize operating leases.
Below tables below include “as stated” and the “restated” balance sheet and income
statement.
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Financial Analysis
To further the valuation process of a firm, a financial analysis of the firm’s financial
statements must be performed. The goal of the financial analysis is to assess the
firm’s strategic performance and goal achievements. The financial process is aided by
two broad types of statement analysis: ratio analysis and cash flow analysis. A ratio
analysis assesses how the different line items in the financial statements relate to one
another and how they can relate to competitors. A cash flow analysis assesses a firm’s
liquidity and management of the operating, investing, and financing cash flow
strategies. As the analysts performing the valuation over Astec Industries will perform
trend analysis, or ratio analysis, cross-sectional analysis, financial statement forecasting,
and using estimates of cost of equity and cost of debt to approximate the weighted
average cost of capital. To begin, we will perform the ratio analysis.

Ratio Analysis
As previously mentioned, we will compare different line items in a firm’s financial
statements. This helps us further evaluate how effectively managers are achieving
growth and profit targets. We will do so by comparing financial numbers and ratios to
underlying business factors over a period of time, comparisons between competitors
and industry benchmarks, and can further aid in the forecasting of of future financial
statements. We will discuss 4 classes of ratios, including, liquidity, operating efficiency,
profitability, and capital structure and leverage risk ratios.

Liquidity Ratios
Liquidity refers to a firm’s ability to readily convert its current assets into cash to satisfy
the firm’s short term debt. Basically, highly liquid assets are more valuable and safer
investments than those that are not as liquid because they allow investors to receive
cash more readily. In order to gain a basic understanding of how well Astec Industries
can satisfy their current debt obligations with their assets, we will assess two liquidity
ratios: current ratio and quick asset ratio.
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Current Ratio

Astec’s current ratio is a key indicator of the ability to employ current assets in order to
cover their short term debts. A Current ratio is calculated by dividing total current
assets by total current liabilities. When a current ratio exceeds one, we can infer that
the firm is able to cover its current liabilities in terms of short term liquidity. If the ratio
is less than one, we may believe the firm has a possible liquidity problem and decide to
further investigate the manner that is causing the current ratio to be so low. In these
cases, the firms are seen as risky investments and may deter possible investors.
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Note: The Industry Mean (Exclusion) is an average of the industry competitors, excluding Astec Industries.
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As demonstrated in the graph above, Astec Industries displays a similar trend as its
competitors, Deere & Company and Caterpillar. In this scenario, Gencor Inc. has
greatly influenced the the shape and volatility of the industry mean, therefore making it
difficult to directly compare that of Astec’s results to the industry and thus making it am
outlier that shouldn’t be considering in comparing it to the industry. Nevertheless, Astec
Industries demonstrates a consistent current ratio over the past five years which can be
further analyzed as a strong stability of their current assets ability to cover their short
term debt.
As realized in the above graph, there are no ratios that model Astec’s adjusted
financials. This is because the adjusted financial statements did not affect Astec’s
current assets nor their current liabilities.
Quick Ratio

The quick ratio is a liquidity indicator that filters the current ratio by measuring the
ability of the most liquid current assets available to cover current liabilities. The
difference between the current ratio and the quick ratio is that the latter provides a
more conservative view of the company’s ability to meet its short-term liabilities. By
excluding inventories and other assets that are more difficult to liquidate, we can focus
on the company’s more liquid assets. While a quick ratio greater than one can be a
positive indicator, a quick ratio less than one is not as demeaning as it would be for
current ratios because inventories are considered a large portion of current assets.
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Quick Asset Ratio
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Similar to Astec’s current ratio, their quick ratio displays a strong, consistent ratio above
one. Just as the current ratio, Astec moves in unity with Deere & Company and
Caterpillar. Gencor Inc., once again disrupts the industry mean making it difficult to
compare Astec with the average and then again is considered an outlier not to be
considered for the industry average. However, after viewing the strength and
consistency of Astec’s current ratio and quick ratio, it is apparent they are able to
satisfy short term debt readily.
Illustrated in the graph above, there are no ratios that model Astec’s adjusted
financials. This is because the adjusted financial statements did not affect Astec’s
current assets, inventories, nor their current liabilities.
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Operating Efficiency Ratios
Operating efficiency ratios assess how efficiently management can sell their products
and services and receive cash to cover debt. The ideal balance for these ratios are
ones in which a c firm can effectively and efficiently maintain operations and cover
liabilities at the same time. In order to assess the efficiency of Astec’s operations, we
will assess six operating efficiency ratios: inventory turnover, accounts receivable
turnover, working capital turnover, days supply inventory, days sales outstanding, and
cash to cash cycle.
Inventory Turnover

Inventory turnover ratios indicate the number of times firm’s inventory on hand has
been sold during a give period. To calculate inventory turnover, you divide cost of
goods sold for period by the inventory on hand during the period. Low inventory
turnovers can indicate poor investment management, low inventory sales, or too much
inventory on hand. Furthermore, lower inventory turnovers can indicate the possibility
of current or future inventory obsolescence, which wastes investors money and lower
their returns. Higher inventory turnovers can indicate efficient management work
ethics, larger sales, and an indication of management’s ability to protect investors and
from the costs of over investing in inventories.
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In respect to its competitors, Astec Industries inventory turnover is relatively low.
However, in the past couple years, Astec has acquired a number of firms, including
Gefco and Telestack, which could lead to an increasing inventory count to the company
as a whole. Deere & Co. differs greatly from the industry because they have much
higher costs of goods sold compared to the amount of inventory they keep on hand.
This could be due to a high amount of sales occurring consistently therefore aren’t able
to keep a lot of inventories on hand to lower this ratio. Another possible reason for high
inventories is the inclusion of overhead and manual labor in the costs. Including these
costs in to the the cost of materials increase the overall cost of inventories.
As realized in the graph above, there are no ratios that model Astec’s adjusted
financials. This is because the adjusted financial statements did not affect Astec’s cost
of goods sold, nor the cost of inventory.
Accounts Receivable Turnover

Accounts receivable turnover ratios are vital when trying to calculate how efficiently a
firm is able to collect on credit sales. Accounts receivable turnover is calculated by
dividing net sales by accounts receivables. High ratios indicates the firm is competent
in collecting cash for credit sales.
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In the graph above, Astec Industries maintains a steady, reliable flow on collecting cash
on credit sales. Furthermore, Astec intertwines with the estimated industry mean and
remains above the accounts receivable turnovers of two of its competitors (Caterpillar
and Deere & Company). We excluded Gencor Inc. from this graph as it skewed the
results of the industry average too much for effective analysis. A strong consistent
accounts receivable turnover could indicate Astec is efficient in obtaining payments on
credit sales, which is vital to keep operations running smoothly.
Illustrated in the graph above, there are no ratios that model Astec’s adjusted
financials. This is because the adjusted financial statements did not affect Astec’s
accounts receivables, nor the net sales.
Working Capital Turnover

Working capital turnover indicates the how many dollars of sales a firm is able to
produce for each dollar the firm has invested in its working capital. Working capital
turnover is estimated by dividing net sales by working capital. Essentially, this ratio
helps analysts assess how efficiently and productively a firm uses its working capital.
High working capital turnovers may indicate firms have the means to increase sales and
production.
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Note: The Industry Mean (Exclusion) is an average of the industry competitors, excluding Astec Industries.
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As demonstrated in the graph above, Astec’s working capital turnover remains in
uniform and at times above the estimated industry exclusion mean. This tells us that
Astec efficiently and productively uses its working capital to generate sales and even
has the capability of pushing forward to increase the amount of sales.
As realized in the graph above, there are no ratios that model Astec’s adjusted
financials. This is because the adjusted financial statements did not affect Astec’s net
sales, nor their working capital.
Days Supply Inventory

Days supply inventory is performance measure that indicates the average number of
days it takes a firm to turn its inventory on hand into sales revenue. This ratio is
calculated by dividing inventory by cost of goods and then multiplying by 365 days. A
lower ratio is preferred because it indicates that it does not take very long to turn
inventory into sales.

Note: The Industry Mean (Exclusion) is an average of the industry competitors, excluding Astec Industries.
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Unfortunately, Astec Industries has a fairly high day’s supply inventory ratio in
comparison to its competitors and estimated industry average. This may indicate it
takes an above industry average number of days to sell inventory. It may also be a bad
sign to investors and and analysts because it could indicate the possibility of inventory
obsolescence and periods of struggle to sell inventory. Deere & Co. has an especially
low day supply inventory ratio and an especially high inventory ratio. This shows that
Deere & Co.’s high consistent sales volume keeps the ratios greatly different from their
competitors.
As realized in the graph above, there are no ratios that model Astec’s adjusted
financials. This is because the adjusted financial statements did not affect Astec’s
inventory or cost of goods sold.
Days Sales Outstanding

A day’s sale outstanding ratio averages the number of days it takes for a firm to collect
cash on the credit sales. It is calculated by dividing accounts receivables by total credit
sales and then multiplied by 365 days. A lower day’s sales outstanding is preferable
because it means that it takes a fewer average number of days to collect on credit
sales. A higher ratio indicated it takes longer to collect on credit sales which may
indicate the firm has a problem with the current credit policy.
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In comparison to the estimated industry average and their competitors, Astec has a
fairly low day’s sale outstanding. This may indicate the firm is efficient in collecting on
sales in comparisons to its competitors. This also further reduces the risk for investors
who are possible investors in the firm. Deere & Co. is once again an outlier. Deere &
Co.’s days sales outstanding is abnormally high due to its asset turnover ratio being
very close to 1, while all other competitors are at least at an asset turnover ratio of 3 or
higher.
Realized in the graph above, there are no ratios that model Astec’s adjusted financials.
This is because the adjusted financial statements did not affect Astec’s accounts
receivables, or total credit sales.
Cash to Cash Cycle

The cash to cash cycle estimates the number of days it takes to sell inventory on hand
and in turn the length of time it takes to receive the payment for the credit sales. Cash
to cash cycle is calculated by adding days supply inventory to days sales outstanding. A
lower cash to cash cycle indicates that the firm is able to sell inventory and readily
collect on the sale.
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In comparison to the estimated industry average and its competitors, Astec industries
appears to be slightly higher than the industry average. This indicates that Astec is less
proficient in selling inventory and collection on credit sales than its competitors. Deere
& Co. continues to be an outlier due to its low accounts receivable turnover. Another
indication that can be seen in the graph is that the cash to cash cycle is volatile in terms
of the market. It moves when its competitors move.
As realized in the above graph, there are no ratios that model Astec’s adjusted
financials. This is because the adjusted financial statements did not affect Astec’s
accounts receivables, inventory or total sales.
Conclusion

In conclusion, Astec does not seem to outperform or underperform any of its
competitors with the operating efficiency ratios. Deere & Co. continued to be an outlier
throughout this section due to its low assets receivable turnover compared to the rest
of the industry.

Profitability Ratios
In general, profitability ratios indicate a firm’s ability to generate earnings. In
competitive markets, it is more desirable to have a higher profitability value ratio than
its competitors. In our analysis of profitability ratios, we used six ratios including –
gross profit margin, operating profit margin, net profit margin, asset turnover, return on
assets, and return on equity.
Gross Profit Margin

Gross profit margin measures the amount of earnings that is left over after all the cost
of goods sold has been deducted, also called the basic product probability. Gross profit
margin is calculated by dividing a period’s gross profit by the revenue earned for that
period. High ratios are preferable because they can indicate that a firm is efficient and
of profitable in controlling their inventory costs.
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In comparison to its competitors and the estimated industry mean, Astec has a pretty
low gross profit margin ratio. This may indicate that Astec has a high cost of goods, or
a low sales prices.
As realized in the above graph, there are no ratios that model Astec’s adjusted
financials. This is because the adjusted financial statements did not affect Astec’s sales
or cost of goods sold.
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Operating Profit Margin

Similar to the gross profit margin, the operating profit margin is the percentage of sales
leftover after the costs of operating have been deducted. To calculate operating profit
margin, divide the firms operating income by the period’s total revenue. A higher ratio
may indicate that the firm has a good handle on the costs of operating and keeping
them at a low cost.
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In comparison the competitors and the estimated industry mean, the as stated Astec
financials and the restated financials are both below par. This may indicate that the
costs of operating are rising faster than Astec is generating sales. As you can see
above, there is an adjusted Astec ratio as well to indicate the inclusion of the
restatement as previously mentioned in the valuation.
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Net Profit Margin

Net profit margins measures the profitability of the firm after all the expenses have
been deducted. Net profit margin is calculated by dividing net income by total revenue.
This ratio helps investors and analysts predict the future profitability of the firm. A high
margin is preferable and an indicator of the firm’s ability to keep costs down.
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In comparison to its competitors and estimated industry mean, both of Astec’s – as
stated and restated – financials have low net profit margins. This may be a further
indication of issues with keeping costs of keeping the firm running down.
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Asset Turnover

Asset turnover ratios give analysts a suggestion of how much revenue is generated
from every dollar invested in the firm’s assets. Asset turnover is calculated by dividing
current years’ sales by previous years’ total assets. Higher asset turnover ratios
indicate the more revenue is generated for every dollar invest in assets.
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In comparison to its competitors and estimated industry average, Astec has a
considerably higher asset turnover. This may indicate that Astec efficiently uses its’
assets efficiently to gain a return in the form of revenues. Usually companies with a
lower profit margin like Astec consequentially have a high asset turnover. This indicates
that the industry may have competitive pricing.
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Return on Assets

The return on assets gives us an indication of how profitable a company is in relation to
the efficiency of its total assets. Furthermore, it indicates how efficiently a firm uses its
assets to generate a profit. Return on assets is calculated by dividing net income from
total assets.
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It difficult to determine any identifiable trend from the graph above. However, we have
noticed that all the firms experience a downward curve indicating that net profits or
earnings may be decreasing for the industry as a whole. This downward curve could be
due to more competition overall.
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Return on Equity

Return on equity indicates how much profit a firm can generate from the investments
its shareholders have invested in a given period. Return on equity is calculated by
dividing current years’ net income by previous years’ stockholder’s equity. Higher ratios
are desirable for the firm because it indicates the company’s profitability by showing
how much profit a company generates with the money shareholders have invested. The
difference between ROE and ROA is that ROE is the measurement on how the firm has
used the money that the shareholders have invested and ROA is how management will
have used the company’s assets to make profits. Another big difference between ROE
and ROA is debt. Without debt ROE and ROA would be the same, so if a company
decides to take on debt ROE should be higher than ROA. A high ROE is not always and
indicator that the company is doing well if the company has a low ROA and large
amounts of debt. In this regard, ROA is a better indicator of the performance of the
company.
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In the above graph, it can be inferred that Astec, in comparison to its competitors, has
a relatively low return on equity. This could be a negative indicator for possible future
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investors because analysts can infer that the money invested by Astec’s stockholders
make little return in comparison to investing in Astec’s competitors.

Capital Structure Ratios
The capital structure of a firm is designed by the sources of funding used to acquire
capital through debt and equity. These ratios are vital in determining the profitability of
the firm and the possible growth of the firm for the future to come. We will be
analyzing two capital structure ratios: internal growth rate and sustainable growth rate.
Internal Growth Rate

The greatest rate of growth a firm can attain without any outside debt or equity
financing. The internal growth rate is calculated by: return on assets * (1-(dividends
paid/Net income)). Higher internal growth rates are established in firms that have
never or haven’t recently paid dividends.
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There is not specific trend that can be established in the above graph of internal growth
rate, but seems to be decreasing at the end of the graph in 2013-2014 which could
infer that this industry is experiencing a decrease in growth overall. However, it can be
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inferred that over the years Astec has obtained more equity financing and ha began
paying dividends. This can be inferred because of the decreasing nature of the internal
growth rate.
Sustainable Growth Rate

The sustainable growth rate can be defined as the greatest growth a firm can attain
without increasing its financial leverage. Sustainable growth is calculated by: return on
equity * (1-(dividends paid/net income)). This growth rate is attained without accruing
any additional debt or equity and is considered to be a more realistic form of assessing
a firm’s growth.

Sustainable Growth Rate
45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
2010

2011

2012

Astec

Deere & Company

Caterpillar Inc

Industry Mean (Exclusion)

2013

2014

Gencor Industries Inc

Note: The Industry Mean (Exclusion) is an average of the industry competitors, excluding Astec Industries.

Compared to its competitors and estimated industry mean, Astec has a fairly low
sustainable growth rate. Astec’s sustainable growth rate is lower than its’ actual growth
rate is ideal and means the required cash can likely be borrowed. Catepillar Inc. and
Deere & Co. have sustainable growth rates that are higher than their actual growth
rate, if this continues management will have a few options: 1) sell new equity; 2)
increase financial leverage (take on more debt); 3) reduce dividends; 4) increase the
profit margin; or 5) decrease the percentage of total assets to sales.
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Altman Z-Score

The Altman z-score is a credit-strength test that tests the likelihood of bankruptcy. The
score is based on five financial ratios. Scores below 1 have a high likelihood of
bankruptcy while a score above 3 usually means the firm is stable. A score in between
these two numbers usually indicates the firm falls in what is called a “grey area”. This
means that company is not at high risk, but may have financial stability concerns.
2010
4.5888
2011
4.5320
2012
4.8795
2013
4.9959
2014
4.4576
The table above shows Astec’s Altman score for the past 5 years. According to Astec’s
scores, they are financial stable and have little to not possibility of bankruptcy in the
near future.

Financial Statements Forecasting
Financial Forecasting is essential to determining the true value of the firm. It is
important to make educated conclusions using ratios, trends, current economic
standings, and industry patterns. Using these methods, we will forecast the next 10
years of financial statements. Consequentially, the farther we forecast out the more
unreliable the numbers become due to uncertainty of events in the distant future.

Income Statement Forecasting
The first statement that we will be forecasting is the income statement. This statement
is important due to that it is the “stepping stone” that helps us forecast the balance
sheet and the statement of cash flows. The most important determinant to forecast is
sales revenues due to the implications that it has on multiple ratios throughout our
analysis of the firm. Also important is economic conditions and how those will affect the
future of the business. As example the Fed is trying to cut dividends to banks to enable
more funds for road construction throughout the country, this could help our industry
with increasing more revenues. For 2009-2011 our net sales increased then decreased
in 2012-2013 then increased back up in 2014. So we are following this trend with after
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two years of increasing sales there will be a decrease in sales for two years and then
2019 and thereafter a constant increase in sales. We had an increase in sales in 2010 of
4.5% and then a 23.9% increase in 2011. Then a 2% decrease in 2012 and a small
decrease of .35% in 2013 but then rallied to a 4.6% growth in 2014. We believe that
the firm will continue a 4.5% increase in sales in year 2015. Since we are a expecting
an increase of road construction from funds produced from the Fed we predict a growth
of 15% in 2016. Then as it has in 2012-2013 we predict a 3% sales loss in 2017 and
2018 and then a 4% sales growth in 2019 and thereafter.
With sales growth projected, now we can create our common sized income statement.
Common size income statement gives all the line items in the statement as a
percentage to sales. Using prior trends, it seems that the gross profit margin is steadily
decreasing closer and closer to 22% so we are predicting a 22% for 2015, 2016, and
2017. Then will decrease to 21% for the next two years and then 20% in 2020 and
thereafter. Coinciding with gross profit margin decreasing, cost of sales is steadily
increasing to 78% in 2015-2017, 79% in 2018-2019, and 80% in 2020 and thereafter.
So therefore sales growth is increasing, the profit margin continues to decrease as the
cost of sales continues to increase. Continuing the sales, gross profit, and cost of sales
trends we have forecasted operating income, income before taxes, and net income. We
predicted an income from operations at 5.5% in 2015 with it raising to 7% in 2016.
Once the predicted road construction spike ends we forecast it decreasing back down to
5.5% in 2017 and 2018, then settling at 6% for 2019 and thereafter. The income
before taxes was forecasted at 5.75% in 2015, then increasing to 6.50% in 2016, then
settling in 2017 and thereafter at a rate of 6%. Lastly, we show that net income
increases to 4% in 2015, 5% in 2016, and evens out at 4.5% from 2017 and thereafter.
Even though we have found solid trends to support our forecasting, there are still many
unknowns that could greatly change our predictions. Now with this forecasted income
statement we can use these numbers to forecast the balance sheet and statement of
cash flow.
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Dividend Forecasting
Our firm just started paying out dividends in late 2012. Besides an irregular anomaly of
the first dividend being $1.00 per share the dividends since 2013 have been $.10 per
share. Since the firm has only been giving dividends for about 2 years and have not
seen a significant growth in net income over those years we have forecasted that the
dividends will stay the same at $.10 per share for the foreseeable future. With our
forecasted Net Income decreasing in the years to come we have forecasted that Astec
will pay out 1.00% of revenue and eventually decreasing to .75% in 2018 and
thereafter to mitigate the losses of their decreasing Net Income.

Balance Sheet Forecasting
The second step after forecasting the income statement is the balance sheet. Since the
asset turnover ratio is the ratio that best links the income statement to the balance
sheet we used this to determine a trend of our total assets. From 2011 to 2014 our
asset turnover ratio has decreased from 1.33 to 1.21. This is demonstrating that even
though our sales are rising, our total assets are growing more rapidly. Using this trend
we have forecasted that the asset turnover ratio will slightly decline to 1.18 in 2015 and
sustain a 1.15 thereafter. Using the liquidity ratios also helped us to determine the
amount of current liabilities and assets to forecast. Using these figures we can create a
common sized balance sheet for an easier look at the trends.
Using the common sized balance sheet we forecasted that current assets would be
68.3% in 2015 which was a small decrease from the year before then would increase
69.5% where it would stay 2016 and thereafter. Consequentially we forecasted long
term assets to be 31.7% in 2015 and then decreasing to 30.5% every year after. After
our Debt to Equity ratio had a spike of 5% from 2013 to 2014 indicating that they took
a lot more debt that year in 2014 in comparison to equity than the year previous. We
are forecasting a decrease in the ratio and alongside with that a decrease in liabilities.
We forecasted current liabilities declining in 2015 and 2016 to 77.50% and 76.10%
respectively, then 75% in 2017 and thereafter. That making our long term liabilities
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increasing in 2015 and 2016 to 22.50% and 23.90% respectively, then 25% in 2017
and on.
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Statement of Cash Flows
The final stage of financial forecasting is the statement of cash flows. This statement is
considered the most difficult to predict because of the volatile nature of cash flows.
There is three sections of the statement of cash flows: Cash Flows from Operations
(CFFO), Cash Flows from Financing Activities (CFFF).
There are three ratios that people look at to determine the forecast of the cash flows
statement: Sales/ CFFO, Operating Income/ CFFO, Net Income/ CFFO. Out of these
three ratios we chose to use the Net Income/ CFFO because it fluctuates less
throughout making it less volatile/ responsive to the market. Started out as 20,814.68
(in thousands) in 2015 and grew to 32,060.00 (in thousands) in 2024.
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Conclusion of Financial Forecasting
After forecasting the statements of Astec Industries’ Inc. we have discovered that there
are some changes to the income statement and balance sheet, both goodwill and
capitalization of leasing amounts were largely changed. This will help us make a better
valuation of the firm.

Cost of Capital Estimation
The capital structure of a company is funded through two main sources: debt and
equity. Investors provide funds with the expectation of future payments. Creditors are
compensated by the interest payments on the funds they provide, whereas equity
holders are repaid by an increase in the value of their investment or by the
disbursements of dividends. Therefore, the effective cost of capital for a company is
the expected return to shareholders and debtholders. The weighted average cost of
capital (WACC) is a calculation that represents the sources of capital, their costs and it
is proportionately weighted. WACC is a powerful tool to value companies. An increase in
a firms WACC represents the rise in return stakeholders expect from the company,
further suggesting an increase in risk and a decrease in its valuation. To calculate the
WACC, both the cost of debt and the cost of equity for the company needs to be
approximated. In short, the WACC is the investors opportunity cost of taking on the
risk of investing in a company. We will now calculate Astec’s cost of equity and debt to
estimate its cost of capital.

Cost of equity
The cost of equity (Ke) is the rate of return that shareholders require for bearing the
risk of holding shares of a company and taking an ownership stake in the company.
The rate of returns required by investors include dividends paid to shareholders; as well
as the capital gains from the appreciation of the stock price. In theory, the cost of
equity is the cost to the company to maintain a share price that satisfies the investors.
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One of the most commonly used method for calculating cost of equity is the Capital
asset pricing model (CAPM). It is formulated by:
Ke = Rf + β*( Rm – Rf) + βs
The (Rf) represents the risk free rate, (β) beta risk measure, (Rm) market return and
the size adjusted (βs) beta risk measure. The CAPM model does not require a specific
Rf rate, therefore we choose the US treasury yields with 3 month, 1- year, 2-year, 7year and 10- year maturities to do our calculations. The Beta coefficient in the CAPM
equation is a measure of volatility of a stock in comparison to the market as a whole.
To compare Astec’s stock returns to the market returns, we chose S&P 500 as our
benchmark. To estimate Astec’s Beta to the market we ran multiple regressions to
empirically test the stability of Beta. Table (X) below shows the results of the analysis.
The table shows that the highest adjusted R^2 is found in the 3-month regression with
a time horizon of 72 months. The value of adjusted R^2 shows that 47% of risk can be
explained by the undiversifiable risk of the market. The market premium we assumed
in the calculation of CAPM was 8%. Which is around the average during this time of
uncertainty with the speculation of rising interest rates in the near future. The size
premium we determined for Astec was 2.70% based on its market value. Astec’s Beta
average estimate is of 1.62 which yields a 15.71% average size-adjusted cost of equity.
With 95% confidence we can estimate the precise value of Astec’s beta to be between
1.21 and 2.02. These bounds of Beta generate a 95% confidence interval for Astec’s
cost of equity to be 12.49% and 18.94%.
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Backdoor Cost of Equity
An alternate method of computing the cost of equity besides using CAPM is the back
door method. To calculate the backdoor cost of equity you use the equation as follows:
(Price/ Book) = 1 + [(ROE – Ke)/(Ke – g)]
We used the price to book ratio that was found on Yahoo Finance of 1.51, Astec’s
return on equity, and the forecasted sales growth for Astec’s growth rate. With those
numbers we calculated the as state backdoor cost of equity:
1.51 = 1 + [(.0575 – Ke)/(Ke - .03)]
This gives us a backdoor cost of equity of 14.86%. This falls in between the lower
bound and upper bound computed in the cost of equity section which strengthens our
estimation of cost of equity.
For the restated backdoor cost of equity we had to compute the restated price to book
ratio. We used the last share price and multiplied it by the number of shares
outstanding to find the market capitalization. Once finding the market cap we divided it
by the restated stockholder’s equity to find the restated price to book ratio of 1.22.
Alongside with that we used the restated ROE of 6.63% as well. The we compute the
restated backdoor cost of equity as follows:
1.22 = 1 + [(.0663 – Ke)/(Ke - .03)]
This gives us a restated backdoor cost of equity of 9.35%. This number is outside our
upper and lower bound cost of equity previously computed. This consequentially
weakens our cost of equity percentage previously calculated.
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Table
3-month
regression
Mont
Beta
hs 72
1.62
60
48
36
24

1.51
1.54
1.41
1.63

1-year
regression
Months Beta
72
60
48
36
24

1.62
1.51
1.54
1.41
1.62

2-year
regression
Months Beta
72
60
48
36
24

1.61
1.51
1.54
1.41
1.62

7-year
regression
Months Beta
72
60
48
36
24

1.61
1.51
1.54
1.51
1.63

10-year
regression
Months Beta
72
60
48
36
24

1.61
1.51
1.54
1.42
1.63

Beta
LB1.21

Beta
UB2.02

1.01
0.93
0.58
0.57

2.00
2.15
2.24
2.68

Beta
LB1.21

Beta
UB2.02

1.01
0.93
0.58
0.57

2.00
2.15
2.24
2.68

Beta
LB1.21

Beta
UB2.02

1.01
0.93
0.58
0.57

2.00
2.15
2.24
2.68

Beta
LB1.21

Beta
UB2.02

1.01
0.93
0.58
0.57

2.00
2.15
2.24
2.69

Beta
LB1.21

Beta
UB2.02

1.01
0.93
0.58
0.57

2.00
2.15
2.25
2.69

R^
20.4
7
0.3
8
0.3
5
0.2
4
0.2
9

MRP
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%

Rf
0.08
%
0.08
%
0.08
%
0.08
%
0.08
%

Ke
13.02
%
12.14
%
12.40
%
11.38
%
13.10
%

Size
pr2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%

2 fact
Ke15.72
%
14.84
%
15.10
%
14.08
%
15.80
%

Ke LB
12.49
%
10.88
%
10.23
%
7.44%

R^
20.4
7
0.3
8
0.3
5
0.2
4
0.2
9

MRP
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%

Rf
0.24
%
0.24
%
0.24
%
0.24
%
0.24
%

Ke
13.17
%
12.29
%
12.55
%
11.53
%
13.24
%

Size
pr2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%

2 fact
Ke15.87
%
14.99
%
15.25
%
14.23
%
15.94
%

Ke LB
12.64
%
11.04
%
10.39
%
7.59%

R^
20.4
7
0.3
8
0.3
5
0.2
4
0.2
9

MRP
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%

Rf
0.54
%
0.54
%
0.54
%
0.54
%
0.54
%

Ke
13.46
%
8.63%

Size
pr2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%

2 fact
Ke16.16
%
11.33
%
10.68
%
7.90%

Ke LB
12.93
%
11.33
%
10.68
%
7.90%

7.80%

7.80%

R^
20.4
7
0.3
8
0.3
5
0.2
4
0.2
9

MRP
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%

Rf
2.09
%
2.09
%
2.09
%
2.09
%
2.09
%

Ke
14.99
%
14.13
%
14.40
%
14.13
%
15.12
%

Size
pr2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%

2 fact
Ke17.69
%
16.83
%
17.10
%
16.83
%
17.82
%

Ke LB
14.46
%
12.87
%
12.23
%
9.46%

R^
20.4
7
0.3
8
0.3
5
0.2
4
0.2
9

MRP
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%
8.00
%

Rf
2.60
%
2.60
%
2.60
%
2.60
%
2.60
%

Ke
15.51
%
14.65
%
14.92
%
13.92
%
15.65
%

Size
pr2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%
2.70
%

2 fact
Ke18.21
%
17.35
%
17.62
%
16.62
%
18.35
%

Ke LB
14.98
%
13.39
%
12.76
%
9.98%
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7.98%
5.20%
5.10%

7.35%

7.50%

9.37%

9.89%

Ke UB
18.94
%
18.80
%
19.97
%
20.72
%
24.25
%
Ke UB
19.10
%
18.95
%
20.11
%
20.86
%
24.38
%
Ke UB
19.39
%
19.24
%
20.40
%
21.15
%
24.67
%
Ke UB
20.93
%
20.80
%
21.96
%
22.73
%
26.27
%
Ke UB
21.44
%
21.31
%
22.49
%
23.26
%
26.81
%

Cost of Debt
The cost of debt is the comprehensive effective interest rate that a company is paying on its
debt. The tax deductibility of interest is an incentive for management to increase leverage.
However, higher debt payments signal an increase in risk. This is especially true for equity
investors who are residual claimants of the company’s assets in the situation of liquidation.
Astec’s increase in short-term debt is in the Aggregate and Mining Group and is due to amounts
borrowed in Brazil and South Africa to finance operations in those countries.

interest bearing liabilities
(restated)

amount

interest
rate

weight

source
astec
10k

weight
rate

Short-term debt
Capitalized Operating
Lease Liabilities

3,841.00

9%

30%

1,860.27

6.99%

14.60%

1.02%

Long Term Debt
total interest bearing
liabilities

7,061.00

2.60%

55.30%

1.43%

100%

5.15%

12,762.27

WACC BT = [(MVl/MVf)*Kd] + [(MVe/MVf)*Ke]

Cost of Equity
Risk-free rate
Beta

0.08%
1.09

Cost of Equity

13.01%

Cost of Debt
Rate
Tax rate
Cost of Debt

WACC

2.70%

5.36%
36%
5.50%

10.50%
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WACC AT = {[(MVl/MVf)*Kd]*(1- Tax Rate)} +
[(MVe/MVf)*Ke]
WACC BT = 12.89%
WACC AT = 12.86%
Backdoor Cost of Equity = 14.86%

Price Multiples Valuation & Analysis
A Price Multiple refers to any ratio of a company’s share price and a per-share financial
metric used to evaluate its financial situation. The share price is usually placed as the
numerator with the per share metric located as the denominator. The purpose of this
ratio is to measure a company’s performance in relation to comparable companies.
The goal behind this screening tool is to give an initial impression of whether the
company is overvalued or undervalued. For this section of analysis, the utilization of
Earnings per Share and Price per Share will valuate Astec Industries in comparison with
Caterpillar Inc., Terex Corporation and Gencor Industries.

Earnings Per Share
Earnings Per Share (EPS) is a term used to define the amount of a firm’s earnings
allocated to every common share outstanding. The decision to use EPS as Method of
Comparables was due to the wide range of market capitalization and volume amongst
the industry. Caterpillar, for instance, has a market capitalization of approximately $40
million. Astec’s market capitalization is merely $890 million. Earnings per share helps
one see a more simplistic comparison amongst competing firms. The values below were
calculated by dividing the net income, net of preferred dividends by the weighted
average shares outstanding.
Symbol

EPS

ASTE

$1.49

ASTE (Restated)

$1.77

TEX

$2.79

CAT

$5.88

GENC

$0.36

Benchmark

$3.01
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Astec’s Earnings per Share, before restatements, are $1.49. After restatements, the
value obtained is $0.28 higher. However, in comparison with benchmark companies,
the restated value seems somewhat low. The $1.24 difference from the restated EPS
and the industry average of $3.01 gave reason to believe that Astec’s share price might
be valued less than its potential.

Price Per Share
The Price Per Share (PPS) for each company within the industry is obtained with the
same metric in order to reduce unnecessary variation. The following table is the PPS for
Astec and its competition as well as a benchmark average derived from the average of
competing values.
Symbol

PPS

ASTE

$33.81

ASTE (Restated)

$34.23

TEX

$21.02

CAT

$74.34

GENC

$9.82

Benchmark

$35.06
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P/E Ratio
The relationship between earnings and stock price is the final step in the in this section.
The values below were obtained by dividing the Price Per Share by the Earnings Per
Share.
Symbol

P/E

ASTE

$22.69

ASTE (Restated)

$19.34

TEX

$7.53

CAT

$12.64

GENC

$27.28

Benchmark

$15.81

The results obtained from this ratio has proven that Astec is overvalued. The Market
Model is higher than the observed price, which signifies that it would be a profitable
investment decision.

Valuation Models
In order to further our valuation of Astec Industries, we used various intrinsic value
valuation models. These models helped us determine the economic state of Astec
Industries; whether it is over, under, or fairly valued. In every model we estimated, we
used an observable share price of $31.88, which was observed on November 2nd, 2015.
We were unable to use the share price as of November 1st because this was not a
business day.
For our intrinsic valuation model analysis, we employed 3 various models: discounted
dividend, free cash flows, and residual income. While we accurately followed all
procedures in order to conduct our analysis of Astec Industries, it is important to be
aware that all of these models are based solely on assumptions and our projected
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forecasts. This means that each of the valuation models are highly sensitive and prone
to forecasting errors. We included sensitivity analysis in our valuations so we could
evaluate the different moving parts and the effects of different variables.

Dividend Discount Model
Our first valuation model we used is the discount dividend model. This model uses our
forecasted dividends and an estimation of dividend perpetuity to approximate the value
of Astec Industries. The biggest flaw with this model is that it only incorporates the
forecasted dividends and does not use any historical calculations, which means the
model ignores any possibility of capital gains. This is important feature, because the
value of a business has three factors: operations, dividend policy, and leverage.
When we used the dividend discount model for Astec Industries, we found that the
model shows Astec as being extremely overvalued. The model indicates that with our
determined cost of equity and estimated growth, the price should be $4.60, however,
the current observed share price is $31.88. The sensitivity analysis demonstrated little
variations of share price with different required cost of equity. Cost of equity would
have to be at least 3.78% in order to achieve Astec’s observed share price.

Growth

$3.78
0%
1%
2%
3%
4%

7%
5.55
5.97
6.55
7.41
8.86

Cost of Equity
10%
12.89%
4.24
3.53
4.4
3.60
4.59
3.68
4.84
3.78
5.17
3.91

16%
3.07
3.11
3.15
3.20
3.26

19%
2.76
2.78
2.8
2.83
2.86

Free Cash Flow Model
The discounted free cash flow model is another valuation method we will employ to
value the attractiveness of Astec Industries. This model differs from the dividend
discount model because is uses free cash flow projections and discounts in order to
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reach the present value of our estimates. If the values derived through this model are
higher than Astec’s current cost of investment, then the investment may be good.
However, there are advantages and disadvantages to this approach. While cash flows
give a more accurate story of how successful the company operates, cash flows are the
most difficult items to forecast. Therefore, the free cash flow model is very sensitive to
potential forecasting errors.
After applying the free cash flow model to Astec’s financial analysis, we found that it
only added proof to our theory – Astec’s is overvalued. In respects to our estimated
forecasted cash flows, it was determined that cash flows used in investing activities far
exceed the cash flows coming in from operations. Therefore, at Astec’s current state
and with our predetermined WACCBT, the sensitivity analysis showed that their stock
prices should currently be in the negatives, which is impossible.

7%
Growth

0%
1%
2%
3%
4%

-

10%
-

WACCBT
12.89%

16%

19%

(15.28)
(15.76)
(16.32)
(16.99)
(17.81)

(12.50)
(12.74)
(13.02)
(13.34)
(13.71)

(10.71)
(10.84)
(11.00)
(11.17)
(11.37)

Residual Income Model
Of the three models, the residual income valuation model is the most consistent and
has the most explanatory power. The model uses residual income in order to estimate
the firm’s performance in terms of cost of capital. This model uses the cost of equity to
determine a benchmark representing the amount of expected return from investors and
shareholders. In short, the model estimates whether the company is successfully
creating value for shareholders and generating returns equal to or greater than their
costs.
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In conducting the residual income model for Astec, we decided to use -30% as out
baseline for perpetuity growth. In addition, from this baseline we decided to use a
range of -10% - -50% to give a range for values at multiple rates. After computation,
we found that for all forecasted years, residual income is negative. This means that not
only is Astec not adding value to its shareholders, but the returns are less than the
costs are to acquire them. Although Astec’s forecasts show to have profitable net
incomes, this does not mean the company is economically profitable. The residual
model further confirms our belief that Astec Industries is overvalued.

Growth

-10%
-20%
-30%
-40%
-50%

7%
6.3
7.68
8.31
8.68
8.91

Cost of Equity
10%
13%
16%
5.79
5.96
6.43
7.36
7.45
7.74
8.15
7.45
8.48
8.62
8.73
8.96
8.94
9.07
9.29

19%
7.01
8.13
8.79
9.23
9.54

Final Recommendation
Based on our teams’ analysis of Astec Industries and all of its components, our final
recommendation is that the company is overvalued and should not be invested in and
sold. Through sensitivity analysis, all three valuation models determined there are
currently no opportunity costs for shareholders. Therefore, we estimated that it would
cost more for investors to become or remain shareholders than benefits they would
receive.
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APPENDIX
SUMMARY OUTPUT

Regression
Statistics
Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R
Square
Standard
Error
Observatio
ns

0.690
929
0.477
382
0.469
916
6.347
511
72

ANOVA

df

SS

MS

F

2576
.244
40.2
9089

63.9
411

Signific
ance F

Residual

70

Total
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2576.24
4
2820.36
2
5396.60
6
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ients

Standar
d Error

Pt Stat value

Lower
95%

Upper
95%
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95.0%

Upper
95.0%

0.76965
0.20224
3

0.79
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2.1436
7
1.2138
4

0.926
368
2.020
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2.1436
7
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4

0.9263
68
2.0205
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Regression

Intercept
X Variable
1

1

0.608
65
1.617
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0.43
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1.86
E-11

97

1.86E11

SUMMARY OUTPUT

Regression
Statistics
Multiple R
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Adjusted R
Square
Standard
Error
Observatio
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7
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ANOVA
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Adjusted R
Square
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Error
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4
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5
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5
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23
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95.0%
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0.968
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5
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SUMMARY OUTPUT
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Error
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Error
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